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§0. INTRODUCTION, DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
EHRESMANN conjectured in 1948 [4] that a sufficient condition for the existence of an immer- 
sion between two manifolds M ~ and W p, n < p, was the existence of a tangent bundle map 
of rank n between them. This was proved about en years later by Smale [23] for S ~ and R p, 
and extended to arbitrary manifolds by Hirsch [7]. They also proved that a sufficient con- 
dition for two immersions to be homotopic through immersions was that the associated 
differential maps be homotopic through tangent bundle maps of rank n. (These conditions 
are all clearly necessary.) 
This paper gives analogous results for the case n > p, when M is open, i.e. has no com- 
pact components. In this range of dimensions, a regular map is called a submersion. It 
will be shown that under these conditions the existence of a tangent bundle map of rank p 
between M and W guarantees the existence of a submersion, and that two submersions, 
whose differentials are homotopic through tangent bundle maps of rank p, are homotopie 
through submersions ("regularly homotopic"). 
The restriction that M be open is essential.~ The study of submersions of compact 
manifolds eems quite a different matter. For example, it is known [5] that if M is compact, 
a submersion from M to W fibres M over IV. 
In the case W = R p these results can be given a special form. There the existence of 
submersion is implied by the existence of a cross-section i the bundle of p-frames tangent 
to M, and two submersions are regularly homotopic if their induced gradient p-frame 
sections are homotopic in that bundle. 
The precise statement of the main theorem reads like the reformulation of the "Smale- 
Hirsch Theorem" due to Hirsch and Palais (unpublished; quoted as Theorem 3.12 in [24]) 
t This article is a slightly expanded version of the author's Ph.D thesis (Princeton 1966). 
:~ Both of the statements in the last paragraph are false for compact M. A counterexample to the first 
one is easy to find, e.g. S 1 is parallelizable but does not submerge inR 1. For the second, note that a sub- 
mersion Se~S eis necessarily a diffeomorphism. Milnor shows [15] the existence of a diffeomorphism f 
of S 6 of degree 1which is not isotopic (and therefore not regularly homotopic) to the identity L However 
df must be homotopic to di since the only obstruction to such a homotopy lies in He(Se; rr60(6)), and 
rreO(6)=0. 
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and to Poenaru [20]. The proof given in the following sections was inspired by Poenaru's, 
and in many places follows his quite closely. 
THEOgEM A. I f  M is open, the differential map d : Sub(M, W) ~ Max(TM, TW) is a 
weak homotopy equivalence. 
Here Sub(M, IV) is the space of submersions of M in W, (C~-topology) and 
Max (TM, TW) the space of tangent bundle epimorphisms between them (compact-open 
topology). (These definitions will be made more precise later in this section.) When 
W = R p, Theorem A can be given the following form. 
TrlEOREM B. I f  M is open, the gradient map V : Sub(M, R p) ~ SectTpM is a weak 
homotopy equivalence. 
Here TpM is the bundle of p-frames tangent to M, SectT~M is the space of sections in 
that bundle (compact-open topology) and V is constructed as follows. Iff~ .... , f~ are the p 
coordinates of f ,  let Vf(x) be the p-frame Vfl(x), . . . ,  Vfp(x). 
Since connected components of Sub(M, W) correspond to regular homotopy classes 
of submersions, and since a weak homotopy equivalence induces a bijection between sets of 
connected components, these theorems imply the results stated at the beginning of this 
section. 
Example. Let M = S 1 x R (the open annulus) and W = R. Then, by Theorem B, 
no Sub(S 1 x R, R) = It 0 Sect TI(S 1 x R). Since S 1 x R is parallelizable, TI(S 1 x R) = 
S 1 × R × T1R2; since T1R 2 (the restriction of TIR 2 to the origin) has the homotopy type of 
a circle, u 0 Sub(S x × R, R) = rqS 1 = Z. (This equality represents a set bijection.) 
Consider S x × R embedded as 1 < x 2 + y2 < 2 in R 2 (Fig. 0.1). Then a submersion 
of S 1 × R in R is characterized up to regular homotopy by the winding number of its 
gradient vector with respect o O/Ox. 
FIG. 0.1. 
Each class has a representative coming from a submersion (immersion) in R 2 followed 
by projection onto the x-axis. 
Fig. 0.2. 
Some of these are shown, with their winding numbers, in 
FIO. 0.2. 
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In particular, the submersion (r, 0) ~ r (using the polar coordinates of the embedding 
in R 2) has winding number 1, and is therefore regularly homotopic to the third map illus- 
trated above. To see this, displace the third map to have the level lines shown in Fig. 0.3. 
' , l '  ! . . LLS ' t l  
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I 2 3 4 
FIG, 0.3. 
These level lines can also be obtained by embedding the annulus in the plane as shown in 
Fig. 0.4 and taking the function r. This last map is clearly regularly homotopic to 
(r, O) ~ r. 
FIG. 0.4. 
Outline 
The proof of Theorem A occupies §§1-6. An open n-manifold can be realized, roughly 
speaking, as an n-disc with handles of index < n - 1 attached (§1). The proof runs by induc- 
tion on the number of handles. In §2 the theorem is proved for the n-disc. The induction 
step relies essentially on the covering homotopy property of certain restriction maps for 
submersions (in particular, those corresponding to adding a handle of index < n - 1). 
This is proved in ~4, using a stability property of submersions proved in §3. Analogous 
machinery for the tangent bundle side of the induction step is given in §5. Then §6 carries 
out the induction step and finishes the proof. Theorem B follows as a corollary in §7. 
Examples and applications are given in §§8-10. These include a sketch of a proof of the 
Smale-Hirsch Theorem using Theorem A (see Theorem 8.4). 
I am happy to express my deep gratitude to John Milnor, who suggested this problem, 
and whose invaluable advice and generous assistance made possible the solution presented 
here. I also thank Robert Solovay and my fellow students, especially Santiago Lopez de 
Medrano, John Mather, Larry Siebenmann, Jon Sondow and Dennis Sullivan for their 
interest and for many useful suggestions; and Emery Thomas for stimulating conversations 
regarding the last two sections of this work. 
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Definitions and Notation 
The symbols R k, D k, S k, I will be reserved for the following use. 
R k = Euclidean k-space. Let [[(xl, ..., x011 -- (~ x~) t/2 
D k = {X ~ R k, I[xll _-__ 1} 
sk= {x ~ R k+x, llxll --- 1} 
I = [0, 1-]. 
Manifolds, a-truncated manifolds 
The manifolds considered here will be differentiable (also, "smooth") ,  i.e. C °°, unless 
otherwise specified. There will also be manifolds-with-boundary embedded in a smooth 
manifold. An n-manifold-with-boundary either has a smooth boundary or is a-truncated, 
for ;t = 0 . . . .  , n. This means for 2 > 1 that it has an open subset diffeomorphic to S a-* x 
D ~-a x (0, 1], but otherwise its boundary is smooth. Define O-truncated to mean with- 
smooth-boundary. Note that an n-manifold-with-boundary is n-truncated if some com- 
ponent of  its boundary is diffeomorphic to S "-*. 
Fro. 0.5. Truncated 3-manifolds. 
Handles 
I f  U ~ V ~ M,  V is U with a handle of  index ;t attached will mean that U is ;t-truncated, 
and that Vis the union of  U and D x × D "-x (which may also be considered as ;t-truncated) 
joined by an embedding o fS  ~-1 x D n-~ = aD a x D "-a c ~(D ~ x D "-a) onto the subset of  
U corresponding to S ~-1 x D "-~ x {1} under the diffeomorphism in the definition of  
";t-truncated". This is done in such a way that the two open subsets diffeomorphic to 
S ~-1 x D "-x × (0, 1] fit together to give an open subset of  V diffeomorphic to S ~-~ × 
D "-~ x (0, 2). Note that attaching a handle of  index 0 means taking the disjoint union of  
the 0-truncated manifolds U and D". 
FIo. 0.6. Attaching a handle. 
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Bundles, tangent bundles, frame bundles 
I f  A is a bundle over M, its fibre over x ~ M will be denoted by As, and its restriction 
to L c M by A [ L. The restriction of the bundle map H to the fibre over x ~ M is denoted 
by H Is. 
The tangent bundle to M is denoted by TM. 
I f  E and F are vector bundles, Max(E, F) is the space of fibre-preserving maps 
from E to F whose restriction to each fibre is a linear map of maximum rank. For any 
bundle A, Sect A is the space of sections in A. These spaces both have the compact-open 
topology. 
I f  E is a vector bundle, VpE is the bundle of p-frames of E. Considering Rn as a bundle 
over a point gives the Stiefel manifold VpR". In case E = TM, the tangent bundle of a 
manifold, this notation will be shortened to T,M = VpTM. 
Function spaces 
All maps between manifolds are assumed to be differentiable (also, "smooth"), 
i.e. C ~. A map defined on a manifold-with-boundary U embedded in a smooth mani- 
fold M is considered smooth if it extends to a smooth map of some neighborhood of U 
in M. 
The following spaces of differentiable functions carry the Cl-topology. (On an open 
manifold this is understood as the union of the Cl-topologies induced by restriction to 
compact subsets.) 
Horn(M, IV), the space of maps from M to W. 
Reg(AP', WP), the space of regular maps from M to IV, i.e. maps whose rank is the 
smaller of n,p. I f  U"~ M ~ has a boundary, then f :  U~ W is regular if f extends to a 
regular map of some neighborhood of U in M. (Here f :  [0, zz] ~ R,f(t)  = cos(t), is not 
regular.) Note that associating to each smooth map f i t s  differential dfgives a continuous 
map d : Reg(M, W) ~ Max(TM, TW). 
Imm(M ~, W p) = Reg(M, W) if n < p, the space of immersions of M in W. 
Sub(M ~, W p) = Reg(M, W) if n > p, the space of submersions of M in I4/. 
Emb(M, IV), the space of embeddings of M in IV, i.e. one-one immersions. 
Aut(N): if aN # 0, the space of diffeomorphisms of N, each of which leaves some 
neighborhood of dN fixed; if dN = 0, the space of diffeomorphisms of N. 
Metrics 
All manifolds are assumed to carry Riemannian metrics; their associated exponential 
maps will be denoted by exp, i.e. if v ~ TMx, expx v is the value of the exponential map at 
xonv .  
Special notation for function-valued maps 
I f  f :  A -~ B and B is a function space, the argument o f f  will often be represented by a 
subscript, e.g. f~ will mean the value o f f  at a ~ A. 
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§1. A HANDLE DECOMPOSmON FOR OPEN MANIFOLDS 
LEMMA 1.1. An open n-dimensional manifold M has a non-ne#ative, proper Morse function 
with no critical points of index n. 
Proof. First realize M as ~) M s, an expanding union of compact manifolds with smooth 
f= l  
boundary, such that Ms ~ Int Mi+I. Next let M'~ be the union of Ms and of the compact 
components of M-Int Ms. Then M = 0 M~ is again an expanding union of compact 
S=I  
manifolds with boundary, and M; ~ Int M;+I. For Mt = Int M~+~ c Int M~+I ; and if A 
is a compact component of M - Int Mr, OA is the union of one or more of the components 
of OM~; thus OA = Int M~+I. So either A ~ Int M,+I or A contains some components of 
OMi+ ~. In the second case A - A n Int M~+I is a union of compact components of 
M - Int M,+I;  thus A = Int M~+ 1. 
FiG. 1.1. 
Consider now the compact manifold-with-boundary M~+ t - Int Mi. Since as shown 
above M~ t in t  M~+I, ~(M~+I -  Int M~) falls into two disjoint parts corresponding to 
aM~+ 1 and aM's, i.e. following the notation of [13, p. 2], (M~+I - Int M~; aM's, aMp+l) is a 
smooth manifold triad. By [13, Theorem 2.5], there is a Morse functionfs: (M~+ t - Int M~; 
OM;, aM;+1) -o ([0, I]; 0, 1), i.e. fs: M;+ 1 - Int M~ ~ [0, 1],fs-l(0) = OM~,ft-l(1) = OM;+ 1, 
fs has no critical points on the boundary O(M;+ 1 - Int M~) and all the critical points off~ 
are non-denegerate. The fs can be fitted together to give a non-negative, proper Morse 
function f on M. 
The critical points of index n may be eliminated from each of the triads in turn by 
applying Theorem 8.1 of [13]. This theorem requires the hypothesis Ho(M~+t - Int M's, 
OM;+ 1) = 0, but this is satisfied by the construction of the M~. Indeed, if some component 
of M;+I - Int M~ were not connected to OMi+t, it would form a compact component of 
Int M;+ t - Int M~, and therefore of M - Int M~; this is impossible. 
Definition. Suppose U and V are compact manifolds-with-boundary, and that 
U ~ V ~ M. V will be called a collarlike nei#hborhood of U if U ~ Int V, and V has the 
properties A and B defined below, with respect o U. 
V has property A with respect o U if V can be deformed through embeddings into an 
arbitary open neighborhood U of U, by a deformation that leaves U fixed, i.e. if there is a 
map 0 : I~  Emb(V, V) with 0o = id : V~ V, Ipl(V) c U, and ~ql U = id : U~ U t e I. 
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V has property B with respect o U if V can be deformed through embeddings into U by 
a homotopy of which each map takes U into U, i.e. if there is a map ~' : I~  Emb(V, V) 
with ~ = id : V--,, V, qJI(V) c U, and O~(U) c U, t e I. 
COROLLARY 1.2. An open manifold M can be realized as U Uj, an expanding union of 
j=o 
compact manifolds-with-boundary, such that Uo is a disc and either (1) Uj has smooth 
boundary and Uj+a is a collarlike neighborhood of Uj; or (2) Uj is ,t-truncated and Uj+1 is 
Uj with a handle of index 2 attached, for some 2 <__ n - 1. 
Proof. By [13, Lemma 2.8], the Morse function f constructed in Lemma 1.1 may be 
altered so that all the critical points have distinct values. Let these be c o < e 1 < .... There is 
no problem about making this list, since f only has a finite number of critical points on 
M'+ 1 - M~. Let a o < ax < "'" be a sequence of real numbers with ao = eo and lira a I = 0% 
i"* go 
and such that any two of the ej are separated by an a i. Then let Wk =f- l [ao ,  ak]. 
The Uj are constructed as follows. Let Uo be the n-disc W1, and suppose Uj = Wk. 
Case (a). I f  there are no critical values in [ak, ak+X], let Uj+x = W~+l. Clearly U~+~ 
is a collarlike neighborhood of Uj. (See Fig. 1.2.) 
~Z] U,, 
Case (a) ~+T:~g÷~ 
-ax 
Cose (b) /.,~,a:W~ ,i 
Fig. 1.2. 
Case (b). I f  there is a critical point p Ef-l[ak, ak+l] , truncate Wk+ * by cutting out 
the product of D x and D~ -~, the "right-hand isc" (cf. [13] p. 28) associated to p. This is 
shown in Fig. 1.2. Note that by construction off ,  2 __< n - 1. Let Uj+ 1 be the union of W k 
and the complement of the deleted portion of Wk+l. (Then, s incefhas no critical points in 
Uj+, - Uj, the flow lines o f f  can be used to show that Uj+I is a collarlike neighborhood of 
Uj.) Let %+ 2 = Wk+ 1. Thus %+ 2 is Uj+I with a handle of index 2 _< n - 1 attached. 
Note that in case p was a minimum (Fig. 1.3) this should be understood to mean 
Uj+I = Wk+a less the introduced disc, Uj+2 = Wk+a. Then Uj+ 1 is in fact 0-truncated, 
and Uj+2 is Uj+I with a handle of index 0 attached. 
F[6. 1.3. 
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§2. WHEN THE SOURCE MANIFOLD IS A DISC 
As mentioned in §0, Reg(D", W) will mean the space of regular maps of the n-disc into 
the manifold W, and Max(TD ", TW) the space of tangent bundle maps of maximum fibre 
rank from TD ~ to TIC, with the C 1 and compact-open topologies, respectively. Denote the 
origin in D" by 0, and, given w ~ W, let Reg,(D", IV) be the subspace of Reg(D ", IV) con- 
sisting of all those maps which take 0 to w. 
LEMMA 2.1. I f  f ~ Regw(D ~, W), let dof =df[o : TD~ ~ TWw. Then do : Regw(/Y', R p) 
Max(TD~, TRy) is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. The canonical identifications of D" with the unit ball in TD~, and of TR~ with 
R p via v ~ w + v will be used throughout this argument. 
A homotopy inverse e will be constructed for do. Let e:Max(TDg, TR p) 
Reg,(D", R p) be given by e@)(x) = w + (I)(x). Clearly do e is the identity, since doe(O ) is 
the linear map O. It remains to show that edo is homotopic to the identity. 
Define the homotopy h : Regw(D", R p) × I ~ Regw(D", R p) as follows. 
hy,t(x ) = w + t - l [ f ( tx )  - f (0 ) ]  0 < t < 1 
hs,o(x) = w + dflox. 
The map h must be shown to be continuous, i.e. with respect o the Cl-topology in 
Regw(D n, RP). Continuity in the first argument is clear. To prove continuity in t, it 
suffices to observe that 
lim hI,,(x ) = lira [w + t-a(f(tx) - f (0) ) ]  
t~O t-'-* 0 
= w + dflox = hy.o(X) 
and also that, since d(h$.,)Ix = dfl,x, 
lim d(hf,,)lx = dflo = d(hs.o)lx. 
t'-*O 
Note that hy.1 =f ,  hf,o = edof, as required. 
The rest of this section follows a proof given by Haefliger in a course at Columbia, 
Fall 1963-64. I am grateful to Mike Shub for bringing this material to my attention. 
Let w ~ W, and let h : U---, R p be a coordinate chart about w such that h(U) = R p. 
LEMMA 2.2. The inclusion map j: Regw(D", U)~ Regw(D ", W) is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. 
Pro@ Parts (a) and (b) will show that the induced maps j :  rtiRegw(D", U) 
ntRegw(D ~, IV) are one-one and onto, respectively. 
(a) Suppose given a map f :  Q ~ Regw(D ~, U), and suppose that j  o f  is contractible in
Regw(D", IV). This means there is a map H:  Q x I~  Reg,~,(D", W)with Hq, 0 = j  of~ and 
H~.x = F, some fixed element of Regw(D", W), which may be assumed to belong to 
Reg.(D", U). Construct a continuous function d~: Q x I~  (0, 1] such that +(Q x {0}) = 
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~b(Q x {1}) = I, and such that H,,,((IIxII ~ ~(q, t)}) = u. Then let J~,,(x) = Hq.,(d?(q, t)x). 
Then J maps Q into Regw(/Y', U), and contracts f in  Regw(D", U) to the point F. 
(b) Suppose given a map L: Q ~ Regw(D", W). This time let q~ : Q ~ (0, 1 ] be such 
that Lq({llxN < ~b(q)}) = U. Define g : Q ~ Regw(D", U) by #q(x) = Lq(dp(q)x). The homo- 
topy between J o 9 and L is realized by taking Kq,,(x) = Lq([t + (1 - t)cb(q)]x). 
LEMMA 2.3. The restriction map r : Max(TD", TW)--+ Max(TDg, TW) is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
Proof. Construct rn: Max(T/~o, TW) --* Max(TD", TW) as follows. Let ~k ~ Max(TDg, TW), 
and let (x, 4 )~TD"=D"xR"=D"x  TD~. Define m~(x, 4)=~(0 ,  4). Since rm is 
the identity, it remains to show that mr is homotopic to the identity. The homotopy 
may be constructed as follows. If • ~ Max(T/Y', TW), let ht~(x, ~)= ~b(tx, 4). Then 
ho = mr and hx is the identity. Thus m is a homotopy inverse for r. 
LEMMA 2.4. The differential map d: Reg(/Y', IV) ---r Max(TD", TW) is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. 
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram. 
Max(TD", TW) 
\ \  (h.e. by 2.3) 
Reg(D", W) n '  Max(TD~, TW) 
• 1 1 
Emb(0, W) _~ , W 
Here d3C= dfl TDg, r and s are restriction maps, i is the natural identification of Emb(0, W) 
with IV, and Max(TDg, TW) ~ W is a fibre bundle in the natural way. 
Observe that s is a fibration. That s has the lifting property for arcs follows from 
Theorem C of [18], according to which the restriction map: Emb(W, 140 --, Emb(y, W) has 
the covering homotopy property, for y ~ IV. In fact, given F ~ Reg(D", IV) and Yt a homo- 
topy of Yo = F(0), lift this in Emb(W, W) to an arc 7t starting at the identity. Then 
Ft = Yt o F ~ Reg(D", W) gives a lifting as required. Lifting a homotopy of an arbitrary 
polyhedron is slightly more complicated, and is left to the reader. Note that the fibre over 
w e Wis s- l(w) = Regw(D n, W). 
Since r is a homotopy equivalence by Lemma 2.3, it suffices to show that d' is a weak 
homotopy equivalence to complete the proof. The bottom square is a fibre-space map. 
So, given that i is an isomorphism, it suffices by Lemma l(b) of Appendix I (W may be 
assumed connected) to show that d' induces a weak homotopy equivalence between fibres. 
This follows from examination of the following diagram. 
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Reg,(D", W) a'l~-'o~) Max(TD~, TWo)  
/ \\~Jh- 
~ (w.h.e. by 2.2) 
Regw(D", U) Max(TD~o, TR~(~)) 
~(h.e.  by 2.1) 
= -~//do *h \NN / 
\ / 
\ / 
Reghtw)(D", R p) 
§3. STABILITY OF SUBMERSIONS 
This section shows that nearby submersions ofa compact manifold M are topologically 
equivalent, in that they differ by a diffeomorphism of M. Lemma 3.1 gives this result in a 
more general form, which includes the case of Mcompact with boundary. This is the version 
required for the next section. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let d? : N n -* W ~ be a submersion. Let M ~ c Int N be compact (M may have 
boundary, and may be truncated) and let f = e lM.  
Then there is a neighborhood rl o f f  in Hom(M, W) and a continuous map v : r /~ Aut N 
such that 
(a) ~b o vg(x) = g(x) for  x e M,  g e ~1 
(b) f ig(x)  = ~b(x) for some x, then vg(x) = x 
(c) v y is the identity in Aut N. 
Note that the case M = N (compact without boundary) is not excluded. 
Proof. The argument is based on Sublemmas 3.2 and 3.3. Sublemma 3,2 is used to 
construct a neighborhood ~/' of f in  Horn(M, 14I) and a map/~ : r/' ~ Emb(M, N) satisfying 
(a) and (b). Then Sublemma 3.3 will complete the proof. 
At each point x e N, let A~ be the tangent subspace orthogonal to the kernel of de Ix, 
and let A be the tangent subbundle whose fibre at x is A~. Note that d~b I~ maps A x isomor- 
phically onto TWo,x). Fix an So such that expx v e N for x e M and v e TM=, ]lvlJ < %, and let 
TM(eo) = {v e TM[  Ilvll _-< So}. 
SUBLEMMA 3.2. The map W : TM(so) --* M x W defined by W(x, v) = (x, ¢(expx v)) 
sends an s-neighborhood E of  the zero cross-section in A I M diffeomorphically onto a neigh- 
borhood of  the graph o f f  in M x W, for  some s, 0 < s < Co. 
Proof. Let W' be the restriction of W to A n TM(eo). Then dW' I(~.o) : T(A I M)¢~, o) --* 
T (M x W)¢~.~,cx)) maps (v, w) to (v, dq~ Ix d(expx)loW). Since d(expx)lo: T(Ax)o--* A~ and 
dc~ [~ : A~ --* TW~(x) are isomorphisms, dW' I~,0) is invertible for every x e M. It follows 
(see for example [30], Lemma 4.1) that qJ maps an open neighborhood of the zero cross- 
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section in A I M diffeomorphically into M × W. By compactness of M this neighborhood 
contains an e-neighborhood E, for some e > 0, of the zero cross-section. Then ~F(E) is a 
neighborhood of the image under qb of the zero cross-section, i.e. a neighborhood of the 
graph of f in  M × W, q.e.d. 
Let ~ = {g ~ Hom(M, W) I graph(g) ~ ~(E)}. For g ~ F/, define pg : M ~ N by letting 
pg(x) = exp~ v, where v e A~, Ilvll < e, is the unique vector such that q~(x, v) =(x, ¢(exp~ v)) 
is equal to (x, g(x)). (See Fig. 3.1.) Thus ¢ o #o(x)= g(x) as required and if, for some 
x, g (x )= ¢(x), then po(x)= expx 0 = x. Furthermore the pg clearly give a continuous 
map/~ : 7/--. Horn(M, N). 
x 
w . ~¢ . _ __  
- -  f (x )  ~(x)  
FiG. 3.1. 
Note now that /~I is the inclusion i :M  ~ N. Since Emb(M, N) is an open set of 
Horn(M, N) (see [16], Theorem 3.10) there is an open neighborhood C of i in Horn(M, N) 
all of whose elements are embeddings. Let q' = p- l (C)  n 4. Then ~/' is a neighborhood of 
f in Horn(M, W), and p ] rt' maps ~l' into Emb(M, N). Conditions (a) and (b) were verified 
for # above. 
SUBLEMMA 3.3. There is a neighborhood D o the inclusion i in Emb(M, N) and a con- 
tinuous map b : D ~ Aut N such that G = b(G) o i for  every G e D, and b(i) is the identity 
automorphism. 
Proof. If OM = 0, this is Theorem B of Palais [18]. The necessary ingredient for extend- 
ing Palais' theorem to the case 0M # 0 is Seeley's theorem on extending C °o functions defined 
on a half-space [21]. 
The ~/and v promised in Lemma 3.1 are now defined to be ~t = ~/' c~ #-~(D), v = b o p. 
This ends the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
The next lemma is needed for the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
LE~ 3.4. Let V", N" be submanifolds o f  M ~, and let U ~ be a compact manifold with 
smooth boundary, U c Int(V n N). Suppose given two cubes of  submersions f :  I k ~ Sub(V, W) 
and ¢ : I k ~ Sub(N, W) which match on U, i.e. such that f~(x) = ¢~(x) for  q ~ I k, x ~ U. Then 
there exists a neighborhood 0 ~ Int(V n N)  diffeomorphic to U w OU x I (see Fig. 3.2) and 
a cube of  embeddings r. : I k ~ Emb(O, N) satisfying 
(a) ~b~ otcq(x) = fq(x) for  q ~ I k, x E 
(b) t% [ U is the inclusion o f  U in N, for  q ~ I k. 
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w I ,, 
"'Graph f 
FIG. 3.2. FIG. 3.3. 
Proof. First fix q. Int(N c~ V) contains a neighborhood [7 of U, diffeomorphic to 
U u aU x L Let the bundle A over Int(N c~ V) and the map qJbe defined as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.1, except with q~q instead of ~b. Sublemma 3.2 shows that W sends an g-neighbor- 
hood E of the zero cross-section i A I/7 diffeomorphically onto a neighborhood of the 
graph of q~ I/7 in I7 x IV. Since the graphs o f f  a and ~b~ coincide on U, there is a t > 0 such 
that the graph offq I U w dU x [0, t] is contained in W(E) (Fig. 3.3). Then (compare the 
proof of Lemma 3.1) there is a well-defined map pg e Hom(U u OU x [0, t], N) satisfying 
(a) and (b). Since pq embeds U, it also embeds a neighborhood 0~ = U w ~U x [0, z] for 
somez,  0<z<t .  
Now let q vary in I k. By construction the values and derivatives of pg depend con- 
tinuously on those offq and ~b~, and therefore on q. The problem is to show that one 0 
can be chosen which will work for every q e I k. 
Let GvTU be the p-plane bundle of U. If a is a section in GpTU, let a,(U) ~ TU be 
defined as follows. A vector v with basepoint x e U will belong to a,(U) if v ~ a(x) and 
[Ivll < g. Also, let D v be the closed g-ball in R p. 
To each q ~ I k is associated a section ~(q) in GpTU by letting ~(q)(x) be the orthogonal 
complement of the kernel of d~bq[ x. This dearly gives a continuous map ~ : I k ~ Sect GpTU. 
Fix go > 0 such that expx v ~ N for x ~ U and v ~ TUx, llvll =< go. Applying Sublemma 
3.2 to each ~b~ yields an g < go such that the corresponding W e maps ~(q)~(U) diffeomorphic- 
ally onto a neighborhood of the graph off~ I U in U x IV. Let gq be the least upper bound 
(sup) of such g. 
StmLEMMA 3.5. The function q ~ gq is lower-semi-continuous (1.s.c.). 
Proof. Consider the function A : I k x Sect Gp TU- .R  defined by A(q, a) = sup{g -< go [~Pq 
maps cry(U) diffeomorphically}. It will be shown that A is 1.s.c. in each argument. To show 
that A is l.s.c, in q, note that by definition if g < A(q, ~) then Wq [ a~(U) is an embedding. By 
[16], Theorem 3.10, embeddings are an open set in Hom(a~(U), U x W), so this will also be 
true ofUTq, ifq' is sufficiently close to q. For such a q', A(q', a) ~ g. Since this holds for any 
e < A(q, a), it follows that A is 1.s.c. in q. 
To prove that A is 1.s.c. in a, first suppose U contained in a coordinate neighborhood. 
Then TU is trivial. Given a section h in TpU, the orthonormal p-frame bundle of U, let 
flh : U x R v ~ TU be the map defined by fin(x, al, . . . ,  ap) = alhl(x) + ... + %hp(x), where 
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lq(x) . . . . .  hp(x) is the p-flame h(x). Then the correspondence h -o qJq o fin I U x DYo gives a 
continuous map Sect T~U~ Hom(U x D~o, U x W). I f  Wq o flh[U X D{ is an embedding 
for some e ~ %, the same will be true, as above, for all h' in some neighborhood of h. It 
follows that the function pq : Sect TpU ~ R defined by pq(h) = sup{e _< eo ludq ° fin embeds 
U × D~} is l.s.c. On the other hand the set fln(U × Dr), and thus pq(h), depend only on the 
p-plane section spanned by thep-frame section h, so pq defines a l.s.c, function on Sect GvTU; 
the value of this function on a section tr is precisely A(q, tr). 
In case U is not contained in a coordinate neighborhood, U is covered by a finite 
collection B1, ..., B~ of such neighborhoods. For each B i the construction above gives a 
1.s.c. function A~ on Sect GpTU, by restricting sections to U n Bi. Then A(q, a) will be the 
smallest of A~(a), . . . ,  Aqr(a), and thus also a l.s.c, function of ~r. 
The function q -o eq is the composition of the continuous function (id. x ,) : I k -o I k x 
Sect GpTUwith the 1.s.c. function A : I k × Sect GvTU~ R, and is therefore l.s.c., q.e.d. 
A positive l.s.e, function on a compact set has a positive minimum. Applied to this 
case, this give an e > 0 such that for each q e I k, ~q maps ~(q)~(U) diffeomorphically onto a 
neighborhood of the graph of fq I U in U × I4:. Let 6q be the minimum diameter of 
Wa[~(q),(U) c~ TU~] for x E U. This is a continuous, positive function of q, and has a 
positive minimum ,5 on I k. 
The functions f~ and ~ba match on U, so there exists a t > 0 such that f~(x) is strictly 
within 6 of ~b~(x) whenever x ~ U w OU x [0, t] = 0. Let t~ be the sup of such t. Then tq 
is a l.s.c, function of q, and thus has a positive minimum t* on I k. 
For each q a map/~q ~ Hom(U w dU × [0, t*], N) can be defined as in Lemma 3.4. This 
gives a continuous map # : I k ~ Hom(U u OU x [0, t*], N). Each Itq [ U is the inclusion of 
U in N, and so each/t aembeds ome neighborhood of U of the form U w OU × [0, s]. I f  
Sq is the sup of such s, then sq is a 1.s.c. function of q, and has a positive minimum T. Taking 
0 -- U w dU × [0, z] and ~:~ ---/to] 0 gives a set and a cube of embeddings as required, thus 
completing the proof of Lemma 3.4. 
~4. THE COVERING HOMOTOPY LEMMA FOR SUBMERSIONS 
LEMMA 4.1. Let M = U Uj be the decomposition given in Corollary 1.2. Then for each 
j=0 
j the restriction map Sub(Uj+l, IV )~ Sub(U:, I4:) has the covering homotopy property for 
polyhedra. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma will require Sublemmas 4.2-4.6 and will take up almost 
all this section. 
By Corollary 1.2 either Uj+~ is a collarlike neighborhood of Uj (actually, only property 
A is needed here), or Uj+I is Uj with a handle of index 2 < n - 1 attached. The two cases 
will be treated separately after some general remarks. 
Fix j, and let U = Uj, V = Uj+~. The problem of lifting a homotopy of a cube of 
arbitrary dimension (which easily implies the statement for polyhedra) may be posed as 
follows. Can the commutative square 
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14 r , Sub(V, W) 
I k+l , Sub(U, W) 
be completed by b ~ as shown? The left-hand arrow takes q to (0, q) and i* is the restriction 
map. 
SUBLEMMA 4.2. The problem can be reduced to the case where there is a compact sub- 
manifold-with-boundary N c M,  with U c Int N, a submersion (o : N ~ W, and a continuous 
map v : I k+l ~ Aut N with v o the identity in Aut N, and such that fp(x)  = (o o %(x) for  
x ~ U andp e I k+~. Here 0 is used for  the point (0 . . . .  ,0)  e I k+l. 
Proof. Each g ~ Sub(U, W) extends to a submersion 43 of some compact N c M, with 
U c Int N. (Of course, 43 and N depend on g.) By Lemma 3.1 one can choose a neighbor- 
hood ~/g of 9 in Horn(U, W) small enough so that any map g' e % can be realized by com- 
posing 43 with an automorphism ~g of N, whose values and first derivatives depend 
continuously on those ofg'.  The f -b /g  cover the compact set I k+~. Let t5 be the Lebesgue 
number of this covering, and pick m such that x/k-+ 1/m < 6. Let each side of I k+1 be 
divided into m equal parts. If C is one of the m k+l subcubes o obtained, C has diameter 
<6;  thusf(C)  c % for some g. 
Order the subcubes lexicographically, asdescribed in Lemma 2 of Appendix II. The 
lifting has already been defined by F along the hyperplane xx = 0 corresponding to 
{0} x I k ~ I k+~. In this context, this is equivalent to having the lifting already defined on 
the lowest-ordered hyperplane of subcubes, all those of the form (0, a2, ..., ak+l) in the 
notation of Appendix II. It will be shown that the lifting/~ can be defined subcube by sub- 
cube following the lexicographic ordering, and that at each step the problem of extending 
P to the next subcube fits the description in the statement of the lemma. 
Suppose in fact the lifting P has been defined following the lexicographic ordering up 
to the subcube C. Then ie will already have been defined on a subset J( of the boundary of C; 
by Lemma 2 of Appendix II, X is homeomorphic to I k. If C is reparametrized by a homeo- 
morphism h : ! k+l ~ C with h({0} x I k) = X ,  this reduces the problem of extending • over 
C to completing the diagram 
lk  G 
/ 
/ 
/ 
[k'l-1 f *h 
as shown, where G(q) = F o h(O, q). 
The cube C is contained in somef-lt/g. 
, Sub(V, W) 
-~ Sub(U, W) 
Let N, ~ : N--* W, ~ : t/g --. Aut N be the sets 
and maps corresponding to9, as given in Lemma 3.1. Let g* = f ° h(0) and define v : I k+ 1 ... 
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Aut N and ~b : N ~ IV by v~ = 7~; ~ o V:oh(,) and ff = q~ o ~o.. Then clearly ~b ~ Sub(N, W), 
Vo is the identity in Aut  N, and ~b o vp(x) =f  o h(p) (x )  for p ~ I k+ ~, x ~ U, as was required. 
I. When V is a collarlike neighborhood of U 
Applying Lemma 3.4 to the cubes of  submersions Fand q -* ~b o Vo, ~ yields a 0 ~ N f~ V 
with U ~ Int ~, and a continuous map ~: : I k -* Emb(~t, N) with ~:~ l U the inclusion of U in 
N, and such that ~b o VO,q o ~:q(x) = F~(x) for q ~ I k, x ~ 0.  Note that if e > 0 is sufficiently 
small, then t¢~- 1 o %,- ~ o Vt,q is well-defined on U and embeds U in 0 for t _-< e, q ~ I k. By 
making e smaller if needed, these embeddings can be realized by a continuous map #: [0, e] x 
I~  Aut 0 (Sublemma 3.3) with /~,~(x)= ~-~o v~,~ o v,~(x) for x ~ U, t __< e, q ~ I ~, and 
such that #o,q is the identity in Aut 0,  for q ~ I k. The map ff can be defined on [0, e] x I k 
by (Fig. 4.1) 
F,,~(x) = ~ o Vo,qO xq o p,,~ o ¢u , (x )  for x e 0~(0)  
= F~ o ~u, (x )  otherwise. 
Here q/: [0, 1 ] ~ Emb(V, V) is the deformation given by Property A, shrinking V into 0.  
~"~,/ /4 '  _ --L.,~u'\,, \ ,  
7 ~ ~""~-- ...... --- J-~'- l--- lt-*~°&,~ ~u~ 
-% . . . . . .  - '~ : . - - -~__  . . . . .  i 
FIG. 4.1. 
Since ~/1 embeds V in 0,  the maps ~:q o it~,q o ~/1 embed V in N, for q ~ 1 k. The lifting 
ff may now be defined on [e, 1] × /k by (Fig. 4.2) Ft.q = c~ o Vt,q o v d o v~,q o Kq o Iz~,~ o ¢1 
for ~ -< t _< 1. It is easy to check that the two definitions of  P~,q agree, that each ]~t,q is a 
submersion, that Po,q -- Fq, and that ~ is a continuous map covering f.  
\'4' " v ,  ~ o v:-',: ovo,qox<, off,,L °% (u) 
FtG. 4.2. 
I I .  When V is U with a handle of index 2 _-< n -- 1 attached 
Note .  The restriction 2 ~ n is necessary, as the following example will show. Let 
V- - -{ (x ,y )~R 2,x 2+y2=4},U={(x ,y )~R 2,1 =<x 2+y2<4}.  Then V is  U with a 
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handle of index 2 attached. Let F :  I /~R be given by F(x, y) = x. Then f=F  I U is 
regularly homotopic to the map f~ • U--, R obtained by submerging U in R 2 as shown in 
Fig. 4.3 and projecting on the x-axis. 
Observe the level linef~-l(0). Suppose f l  extended to a submersion F1 of V in R. By 
regularity this level line would extend into 1 / -  U as an embedded circle (Fig. 4.4). The disc 
bounded by this circle would then contain a maximum or a minimum for Ft, impossible if 
F1 is a submersion. 
o 
FIG. 4.3. 
~X 
FIG. 4.4. 
Note. The case 2 = 0 is trivial, and it will be assumed in what follows that ~ > 1. 
The rest of this proof imitates that given by Poenaru [20] for immersions, and requires 
the following definitions. 
Definition. A collar neighborhood C of U in V ( V is U with a handle of index ~ attached) 
is a neighborhood iffeomorphic to U u / ]  x [0, 1], where/ J  denotes the "boundary of U 
in V" (U ~ S ~-1 x D n-~) and/ )  x {0} = U, and where 0 x {1} corresponds to the bound- 
ary C of C in II. 
FIG. 4.5. 
Definition. (After Thom [29].) Suppose given a continuous map G : I k --* Sub(N, W) 
such that G~ I U = Fq I U for each q ~ I k. The map F is said to be in good position with respect 
to G (see Figs. 4.6, 4.7) if there is a continuously varying family Cq of collar neighborhoods t 
of U in V and a continuously varying family of embeddings bq : Cq --, N satisfying 
(1) bq I U is the inclusion of U in N 
(2) Gq * bq = Fql Cq 
(3) b~((~) c aN 
for every q ~ I ~. 
t These may be defined by a map a:/t--~ Emb(U u 0 × [0, 1 ], 10 such that he image of aq is a collar 
neighborhood C~ of U in Y. Then bq continuously varying means q --, bq o aq is continuous. 
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v 
FIo. 4.6. Good position. 
or  
FIG. 4.7. "Bad" position. 
SUBLEMMA 4.3. Suppose there exists a continuous map Co:Ik+l--* Aut N such that 
ft,q(X) = Gq o cot,q(x) for  x e U, (t, q) ~ I k+ a, and such that Oao, q is the identity automorphism, 
for  q ~ I k. I f  F is in good position with respect o G, then the map f can be lifted starting at F 
(Fig. 4.8). (Cf. Thom [29], Lemma l) 
Proof. Define 
Ft,q(x) = G~ ocot, qo bq(x) x ~ Cq 
= F~(x)  x ~ V - Cq. 
It is easy to check that this ff satisfies the requirements. 
Note. In particular, if F is in good position with respect o the map G given by 
Gq = ~b o Vo, q then taking ogt, q=vo,q - i  o vt, q shows that fcan  be lifted starting at F. 
SUBLEMMA 4.4. F is in good position with respect to the map q -* ~ o Vo,q [ S for  some 
compact manifold-with-boundary S ~ Int N, with U ~ Int S. 
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FIG. 4.8. F is in good position. 
Proof. Compare the two cubes of submersions given by F and by q ~ ~b o Vo,q. They 
both agree on U. An easy modification of Lemrna 3.4 gives a collar neighborhood 0 of 
U in V and a continuous ~: : I k -~ Emb(0, N) with 
o VO, q o t~q(X) = Fq(x)  X ~ O, q ~ I k 
Xq ] U is the inclusion of U in N q e I k. 
t Pick an S ~ N, with U ¢ Int S, small enough so that S n xq(O)= x~(Cq) for some 
continuously varying family Cq of collar neighborhoods of U in V, with C~ contained in 
v • / 
6 
FIo. 4.9. 
U w 0 x [0, 1/2] c U w 0 x [0, 1] = 0 (Fig. 4.9). To see that F is in good position as 
required, note that 
(1) rq [ U is the inclusion of U in N 
(2) q~ o Vo,~ ° r ,  I C~ = F,I C~ 
(3) r,((~) = OS. 
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SUBLEMMA 4.5. The map f [  [0, e] x I k can be lifted for  some e > O. 
P roo f  Pick ~ > 0 sufficiently small so that vt,q(U) c Vo,q(S ) for (t, q) ~ [0, e] x I k, and 
so that the embedding Vo.~ o vt,q [ U : U ~ S which is then defined can be realized by a con- 
tinuous map a : [0, e] x I k --~ Aut S, with ao,q the identity automorphism for q ~ I k (Sub-  
lemma 3.3). Then since f,,q(x) = 4) o vt,q(x ) = 4) o Vo,q o at,q(x) for x ~ U, (t, q) ~ [0, e] x I k, 
and since by Sublemma 4.4 F is in good position with respect o the map q -~ 4) o Vo,q [ S, 
Sublemma 4.3 implies that the map f [  [0, e] x I k can be lifted to Sub(V, W). Explicitly, the 
proof  of  Sublemma 4.3 gives a map/?  : [0, e] x I k --. Sub(V, W) by 
¢ 
: , ,q (x )  = 4) o Vo,q O ,~,, o ~:~(x) x e C~ 
= Fq(x )  x ~ V - C'a. 
SUBLEMMA 4.6. The lifting P can be modified to give a lifting i~ such that the map q ~ ]Y,.a 
is in good position with respect to the map q --* 4) o v,,q. 
P roo f  First extend 4) to a submersion $ of some neighborhood ~ of N. Let ~ : [0, e] x 
I *~ Emb(0,  ~r) be defined to satisfy the following requirements (Fig. 4.10). 
Ca) Go,,+ = Kq 
(b) ~t,q = Ke on C~ and near ~/ 
(c) The component of  ~,q(O) n N containing U should be ~,q(C~) for some continu- 
ously varying family C~ of  collar neighborhoods of  U in O. 
FIG. 4.10. 
Here is where the hypothesis 2 =< n - I is used. For  0 ~ S ~-1 x D "-~ and, letting 0 
represent the center of  D "-a, S a-1 x {0} x [1/2, 1] is embedded with trivial and non-zero 
normal bundle in the handle and therefore in N. Taking a non-zero cross-section of  this 
bundle gives a coherent set of  directions in which to start the deformation. 
The lifting P : [0, e] x I k --* Sub(V, W) can be defined as follows. 
P,,~(x) = $o  v,,~o ~,,~(x) x ~ 0 
= P,,q(x) x ~ v - O. 
The map q -o P~,q is in good position with respect o the map q ~ 4) ° v~,q. In fact, 
(I) {,,q ] U = xq ] U = the inclusion of U in N 
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(2) ¢o I = I c; 
(3) = aN. 
~$, - I  To complete the proof  of Lemma 4.1 it suffices to remark that letting cot, q ~,a ° vt, q 
gives a map co : [5, 1 ] x I k --, Aut N with co,,e the identity automorphism for q e I k and such 
that ¢ o v~,q o cot,a[ U=f i ,~.  Then Sublemmas 4.3 and 4.6 imply that f [  [e, 1] x I k can be 
lifted, starting at the map q__,/r ,q, to a map [e, 1] x I k--, Sub(V, W) which may also be 
called P without risk of confusion. The two definitions o f f f  fit together to give the required 
lifting (Fig. 4.11). 
, , ( . I  
" , ' . : , : , : . : - .  . , .  
(o) " : : ~ ~ / ' .  ""F(V) 
~/~(A/) (b) 
(~~e'.:::::::.' .... '"''"" ~(S) A(V} 
A 
re)":::! 
FIG, 4.11. Lifting an arcfi when Fis not in good position w.r.t. 
(a) F is not in good position with respect to ~. 
(b) F is in good position with respect to ¢1S. 
(c) f lifted to ~6 over [0, el. 
(d) P changed to F. ff, is in good position with respect to ff o v,. 
(e) Now the rest of the arc can be lifted. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let  V be a collarlike neighborhood o f  U. (Actually, only Property B is 
needed here.) Then i f  i :  U--* V is the inclusion, the restriction map / * :Sub(V,  W)--, 
Sub(U, IV) is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. Let ~t be the deformation given by property B. Then ~b~ : Sub(U, W) - ,  Sub 
(V, W) defined by ~k*f=fo  ~1 is a homotopy inverse for i*. In fact, g ivenfe  Sub(V, W), 
g e Sub(U, 14"), ~*i* f=fo  ~k~ ~fo  ~b o =f ,  and i*~k*g = g o ~1 ° i ~ g o ~ko o i = g. Note that 
~t(U) c U is required for the last homotopy to make sense. 
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§5. THE COVERING HOMOTOPY LEMMA FOR TANGENT BUNDLE MAPS 
OF MAXIMUM RANK 
LEMMA 5.1. Let M = U Uj be the decomposition given in Corollary 1.2. Then for each 
j=0 
j the restriction map Max(TUj+I, TW) ~ Max(TUj, TW) has the covering homotopyproperty. 
Proof. Again, represent Uj+t by Vand Uj by U. First note that Max(TV, TW) can be 
identified with the space of sections in a certain bundle over II. Consider the fibre bundle 
B ~ V x W whose fibre over (v, w) is the space of linear maps of maximum rank from 
TVv to TWw. The composition : B ~ V x W~ V gives the desired bundle. The proof 
now follows from Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let M = U Uj be the decomposition given in Corollary 1.2. Then for each 
j=O 
j, (Uj+I, Uj) is a (finitely, since compact) riangulable pair. 
Proof. Referring to Corollary 1.2 shows there are three distinct cases to consider (Fig. 
5.1). (a) Uj and Uj÷I are both manifolds with smooth boundary, and Uj t in t  Uj+t; 
(b) Uj and Uj+2 have smooth boundary, Uj+ t is truncated and Uj c Int Uj+I; (c) Uj is 
2-truncated and 3Uj+ t is smooth. 
The assertion for case (a) is a direct consequence of Theorem 10.6 of [16]. Likewise for 
• • I ~ /  
..:~;.~ , s ,  "tl iI I 
(o) (b) ~- ' - - "  (c) ~+l 
~'-~ ~. 
FIo. 5.1. 
case (c) when 2 = 0. Case (b) follows from case (c) by considering the pair (Uj+2, 
U~+t - Int Uj). This pair fits in case (c), and the triangulation thus induced on dUj may be 
extended to Uj by again applying Theorem 10.6 of [16]. 
The assertion for case (c) follows from an argument for which I am indebted to James 
Munkres. It is assumed here that 2 > 1. 
Consider the double DUj+I of Uj+t. (See [16] Definition 5.10 for this terminology.) 
The double D0 j  of Uj (the boundary of Uj in Uj+t) and dUj+t are embedded in DUj+t 
as submanifolds without boundary (Fig. 5.2). Furthermore their intersection is transversal, 
O~',r 
FIo. 5.2. 
in the following sense. About each intersection point a coordinate neighborhood h : A ~ R ~ 
may be chosen so that h(A c~ DOj) and h(A c~ aUj+l) lie in planes of dimension  -- 1. 
This fact follows easily from the product structure given in the definition of "handles". 
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Let K, L be complexes with f :  K--* DUj+I a triangulation of DUj+x which admits the 
submanifold 0Uj+I as the image of the subcomplex K', and g : L --* DUj+I a triangulation of 
DUj. Then Lemma 5.3 of [17] implies that fand 9 may be modified to mapsf '  : K~ DUj+x 
and #' :L  ~ DUj+~ whose intersection is a full subcomplex, and in such a way that f '  is a 
triangulation of DUj+I, thatf ' (K')  = c~Uj+t, and that 9' is a triangulation of D(Jj. Separa- 
ting the two halves of the double along the subcomplex dUj+I gives a triangulation for Uj+~ 
of which 0j, and therefore Uj, is a subcomplex, as required. 
LEMMA 5.3. I f  rt : B ~ V is a bundle over a space V, let SectB represent he space of  
sections in B. I f  ( V, U) is a finitely triangulable pair, then the restriction map SectB--* 
Sect(B I re- 1 U) has the covering homotopy property. 
Proof. A straightforward exercise in bundle theory. 
LEMMA 5.4. Suppose V is a eollarlike neighborhood of  U (actually only property B is 
needed here), and let i : U ~ V be the inclusion map. Then the restriction map (di)* : 
Max(TV, TW) ~ Max(TU, TW)  is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. (Compare Lemma 4.7). Let Ot : V~ V, t e [0, 1], be the deformation of pro- 
perty B. Note that since ~k t is an embedding, the induced map (dOt)* takes Max(TV, TW)  
Max(TV, TW).  The map (d~kx)* : Max(TU, TW)  --* Max(TV, TW)  is a homotopy inverse for 
(di)*. In fact, taking any F ~ Max(TV, TW),  G ~ Max(TU, TW),  
(d~kx)*(di)*F = F ° d~k 1 ~ F ° d~k o = F 
(di)*(d~kl)*G = G o d~t o di ,,~ G ° d~Oo  di = G. 
§6. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Notation. During §6 the target manifold W p is fixed, and will be left out of the notation. 
Thus for Sub M read Sub(M, IV), and for Max TM read Max(TM, TW).  
Following Poenaru's method for immersions [20], the theorem is first proved for a 
special class of manifolds. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let S ~ x D "-~ represent the Cartesian produet of  the 2-sphere and the dosed 
(n - 2)-disc, n > p. To define Sub(S ~ x D"-a), 2 < n - 1, consider S ~ x D "-~ as embedded 
in R". Then for  2=0,  I, ..., n -1 ,  the differential map da: Sub(SZx D"-a)--* 
Max T(S  ~ x D "-~) is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
Proof  The case 2 = 0 follows from Lemma 2.4. Proceeding by induction, suppose 
d~_ x : Sub(S ~-1 x D "-~+1) -~ Max T(S ~-1 x D "-~+1) is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
Observe that a chain of manifolds-with-boundary A a c Bx c Ca can be constructed 
between S x-1 x D "-x+l and S ~ x D "-a (Fig. 6.1) such that Ax (resp. Ca) is 2-truncated 
/!iiiiii: 
4"XlX# ~-x+l Ax ",'¢i 
FIG. 6.1. 
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and is a collarlike neighborhood of S ~-1 X D "-a+l (resp. Ba), and such that Ba (resp. 
S ~ x D "-x) is A a (resp. Ca) with a handle of index 2 attached. Note also that Bx is diffeo- 
morphie to D". 
Label the inclusion maps as follows 
S ~-x x D" -a+I - - *A - - *B - - *C-*S  ;" x D "-x 
il i2 i3 i4 
The restriction maps and the differential maps give the following commutative diagram. 
Sub(S x x D "-a) d~ ~ Max T(S  '~ × D "-z) 
Sub Cz a~ , Max TC~ 
___1/3, III dB -~lJ~ 
Sub Bx ~_ > Max TB,~ 
i2" II j2 
Sub A~ dA ~ Max TA,I 
~[i,* I =[j, 
Sub(S a-1 xD "-a+l) d~-1 >MaxT(S  ~-1 xD "-~+1) 
By Lemmas 4.7 and 5.4 the maps i*, i~, j l  and j3 are homotopy equivalences. By induc- 
tion hypothesis da_ 1 is a weak homotopy equivalence (w.h.e.); by Lemma 2.4 dn is a w.h.e. 
Therefore da and d c are w.h.e.'s. 
By Lemmas 4.1 and 5.1 the maps i'2. t,~,J2"* " and J4 are fibrations; so squares II and IV 
represent fibre space maps. In both these squares the differential map induces a w.h.e, on 
the base-space, as remarked above, so in each case each corresponding pair of components 
of the base-spaces may be examined separately. 
Applying Lemma l(a) of Appendix I to square II yields that the restriction of the dif- 
ferential map to the fibre over each component of Sub A a is a w.h.e. 
Consider now square IV, and note that an embedding X : A~ ---, C~ can be chosen (Fig. 
6.2) in such a way that extensions o f fe  Sub Ca to S a × D "-~ correspond bijectively to 
c× ~~X(Ax  I 
Fro. 6.2. 
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extensions of f o X e SubA~ to B~; likewise extensions of L e MaxTC~ to T(S z x D"- z) cor- 
respond bijectively to extensions of L o dg e MaxT.4x to MaxTBa. This shows that the 
fibre over any component of SubC~ (resp. Max TCa) is isomorphic to that over some 
component of SubA~ (resp. Max TA~). The preceding paragraph now implies that the re- 
striction of the differential map to the fibre over each component of Sub Cz is a w.h.e. 
Applying Lemma 1 (b) of Appendix I to square IV yields that d~ induces a w.h.e, over 
each pair of corresponding components of the base-spaces; o d~ is a w.h.e. This completes 
the induction step and the proof of Lemma 6.1. 
Let M = U Uj be the decomposition by Corollary 1.2. 
j=O 
LEMMA 6.2. For every j > O, the differential map dj : SubUj ~ Max TUj is a weak 
hornotopy equivalence. 
Proof. This proof also runs by induction. Lemma 2.4 gives the result for Uo = D", 
so suppose proved that dj_ 1 : Sub Uj_ 1 ~ Max TUj_I is a w.h.e. 
Recall from Corollary 1.2 that either Uj is a collarlike neighborhood of Uj-I, or Uj_ 1 
is 2-truncated and Uj is Uj-1 with a handle of index 2 attached, for some 2 < n - 1. 
In the first case, applying Lemmas 4.7 and 5.4 to the commutative diagram 
Sub Uj aj , Max TUj 
Sub Uj_ 1 _~ ,Max TUj_I 
(where the vertical arrows are the restriction maps) gives the desired result. 
In the second case, Lemmas 4.1 and 5.1 imply that the above diagram represents a fibre 
space map. By the induction hypothesis dj_ 1 is a w.h.e, on the base space, and therefore 
pairs off the connected components of the two bases. Note as in the proof of Lemma 6.1 
that an embedding Z : A~ ~ Uj-1 can be chosen in such a way that extensions o f f  e SubUj_ 1 
(resp. L ~ MaxTUj_I) to Uj (resp. TUj) correspond bijectively to extensions o f f  ° X (resp. 
L o dz) to Ba (resp. TB~). Thus the fibre over any component of SubUj_l (resp. MaxTUj_I) 
is isomorphic to that over some component of SubAa (resp. MaxTAa). Since the differential 
map induces a w.h.e, on the fibre over each component of SubA~, it follows that the same 
holds over any component of Sub Uj_ 1- Applying Lemma l(b) of Appendix I then yields 
that dj induces a w.h.e, over each component of the base; so dj is a w.h.e. This completes 
the induction step and the proof of Lemma 6.2. 
Proof of Theorem .4. Again, let M = U Uj be the decomposition given by Corollary 1.2. 
j=0  
I f j  < k, let Pkj: SubUk ~ SubUj and qki:MaxTUk ~ MaxTUj be the restriction maps. 
SubM and MaxTM, as topologized in ~0, are the inverse limits (see [3], p. 53) of the systems 
(SubUj, Pki) and (MaxTUj, qkj) respectively. By Lemma 4.1 and 5.1 each Pkj and qkj is a 
composition of fibrations, and therefore a fibration. The differential map d :SubM 
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MaxTM is the inverse limit of the system of maps dj : Sub Uj ~ Max TUj, and each of 
the dj is a w.h.e. Thus all the conditions of Lemma 2 of Appendix I are satisfied. This 
lemma implies that d : SubM ~ MaxTM is a w.h.e.q.e.d. 
§7. WHEN THE TARGET MANIFOLD IS EUCLIDEAN SPACE; 
PROOF OF THEOREM B 
Let TvM be the bundle of p-frames of M, and let SectTpM be its space of sections, with 
the compact-open topology. Given a submersion f : M--* R p, let f l  . . . . .  fp be the coordinate 
functions. Then at each point x e M, the p gradients Vf~ ....  , Vfv are linearly independent. 
Denote by Vfthe section in TpM given by Vf(x)  =(Vf l (x  ). . . . .  Vfv(x)). Then Theorem A 
has the following corollary. 
THEOREM B. I f  M is open, the gradient map V : Sub(M, R v) -+ SectTpM is a weak 
homotopy equivalence. 
The proof requires a lemma. 
LEMMA 7.1. There is a homotopy equivalence between Max(TM, TR v) and SectTvM. 
Proof. First define c : Max(TM, TR v) -* Max(TM, TRg) (where TRg represents the 
restriction of TRv to the origin) as follows. I f  L E Max(TM, TRP), let c(L) be the tangent 
bundle map given by the diagram 
L 
TM ' TR  p=R p× TR~ > TR~ 
M >R p ~0. 
It is easy to see that the map Max(TM, TRg) ~ Max(TM, TR 0 induced by the inclusion of 
0 in R p is a two-sided homotopy inverse for c, so c is a homotopy equivalence. 
Next, given G e Max(TM, TRg), construct a section a(G)~ SectTpM as follows. At 
each x e M, G gives a map G I~ of rank p from TM~ to TRg. The metric on M gives a sub- 
space of TM~, orthogonal to the kernel of G [x, which is mapped isomorphically by G I,~. 
This isomorphism lifts the canonical p-frame in TR~ back to a p-frame in TM~. Take this 
to be a(G)(x). 
Given a section s e SectTpM, define a map F(s) ~ Max(TM,  TRg) as follows. Suppose 
s(x) = {e l (x ) ,  . . . ,  ep(x)},  e~e TM~. Then forve TMx, define F(s) [xv = (v . el(x), ..., v . %(x)), 
the dots representing inner product with respect o the metric on M. Note that e and F are 
continuous, that a(F(s))= s, F(a(G))= G; thus ~r is a homeomorphism, and a o e is a 
homotopy equivalence. 
Proof  of  Theorem B. V = a o e o d. For, given f~ Sub(M, RO, df[xv = 
(Vfl(x) • v, . . . ,  Vfp(x) • v), i.e. e(df) = F(Vf); thus ~ o c o d ( f )  = Vf. 
§8. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
First two special cases of Theorem B. 
COROLLARY 8.1. On an open manifold, every nowhere-zero vectorfield is homotopic 
through nowhere-zero vectorfields to a gradient. 
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COROLLARY 8.2. (Poenaru [19], Theorem 5; Hirsch [8], Theorem 4.7). An open 
n-dimensional manifold can be submerged (immersed) inR" if and only if it is parallelizable. 
COROLLARY 8.3. (Hirsch [8], Theorem 4.8). An open manifoM can be submerged in R, 
i.e. M has a smooth function with no critical points. 
Proof T1M always has a section. 
I am grateful to the referee for pointing out the following application. 
THEOREM 8.4. (Smale-Hirsch Theorem. [24], Theorem 3.12; Poenaru [20], Theorem 1.1 ; 
see also Hirsch [7], §5). I f  dim M < dim IV, then the differential map d : Imm(M, W) 
Max(TM, TW) is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
Outline of Proof To each immersion is associated a normal bundle, and regularly 
homotopic immersions pull back isomorphic normal bundles. It is therefore sufficient o 
consider a fixed bundle v and to restrict attention to the set Immv (M, W) of immersions with 
normal bundle v, and the set Maxv (TM, TW) of tangent bundle monomorphisms with 
complementary bundle v. Let E(v) be the total space of v, and consider the commutative 
diagram 
Sub(E(v), W) ~ Max(TM + v, TW) 
I 
l 1 
lmm~(M, W) ~ Max~(TM, TW) 
where the maps have obvious definitions. The vertical maps are pretty clearly fibrations. 
The top map is a w.h.e, by Theorem A. The observation that the fibres map by a homotopy 
equivalence completes the proof. 
THEOREM 8.5. I f  M is an open manifold, no Sub(M, R)= H~(M; Z). (H~ means 
homology with infinite chains.) In other words, regular homotopy classes of submersions ofM 
in R correspond to elements of H~(M; Z). 
Proof Since M is open and thus has a complex of dimension < n - 1 as deformation 
retract ([8], Theorem 3.7), there always is a section in the tangent sphere bundle, and the 
only obstruction to a homotopy between two sections lies in H"-I(M; {n,_lS"-l}); 
{n,_lS"-1} is the system of coefficients whose value at x is n,_~S x"- 1, where S~- ~ is the unit 
sphere in TMx. This system is the dual F*  of the orientation system of M, following the 
notation of [25]. 
Sections in 7"1M are thus classified by elements of H"- ~(M; F*). By Theorem 6.4 of [25] 
(a generalized Poincar6 Duality Theorem) H"-1(M; F*) = H~(M; Z). 
The number of regular homotopy classes of submersions of an open manifold in R 2 
has been calculated in certain important cases by James and Thomas, using Theorem B. 
The theorem quoted below appears in [12]. 
THEOREM 8.6 (James and Thomas). Let N be a compact orientable manifold with 
boundary Iq, and let M denote the open manifold N - N. Suppose that m > 4 (m = dim N) 
and that w,,_lM = 0 when m --- 1 mod 4. Then the number of regular homotopy classes of 
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submersions of M in R 2 is equal to the order of 
H m- t(M; Z2) @ H m- 2(M ; Z2) (m odd) 
H m- I (M ; Z2) 0) H m- I (M ; Z )  @ H m-  2(M ; Z) (m even). 
Some applications of these theorems are found in the next section. 
The rest of this section considers ome simple examples of Theorems A and B. 
Example l. M= S 1 × R; W= S 2. 
By Theorem A, noSub(S 1 x R, S 2) = noMax(T)S ~ × R), TS2). Since S 1 x R is paral- 
lelizable, a map of rank 2 from T(S ~ x R) to TS 2 can be described by giving, for each point 
of S ~ x R, the image two-frame in T2 $2. Thus noSub(S 1 x R, S 2) = niT2 $2 = n10(3) = 
Z2 w Z2. A submersion of the annulus in S 2 is characterized up to regular homotopy by its 
orientation and the parity of its "winding number".  This corresponds to Smale's result 
[22] on immersions of S 1 in S 2. Figure 8.1 illustrates a regular homotopy of orientation- 
preserving submersions. 
FIG. 8.1. 
Example 2. M = Mi~, the open M6bius strip; W = R. 
By Theorem B, 7roSub(MS, R) = 7roSect T1 MS. Representing the M6bius strip as below 
(Fig. 8.2) it is not hard to see that TIMi~ is up to homotopy the Klein bottled fibred over S ~, 
and that there are only two homotopy classes of sections. Figure 8.3 shows the homotopy 
between a section of "winding number" + 1 and one with "winding number" - 1. 
FIG. 8.2. 
FIG. 8.3. 
There are thus only two regular homotopy classes of submersions of the Mt~bius strip 
in the line. Each has a representative coming from an embedding in R 3 followed by projec- 
tion on the x-axis (Fig. 8.4). The arrow represents a fixed direction on S 1 c M& 
@ @ 
¢ ¢ 
,It 
FIG. 8.4. 
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A map coming from an embedding with an even number of loops is regularly homo- 
topic to the first one. Figure 8.5 shows the elimination of a pair of loops. 
(b) (c) 
Fio. 8.5. 
Example 3. M = S k x R n; W = R p, n > l, n + k > p. 
By Theorem B, %Sub(S k x R ", R p) = rcoSect Tp(S k x R"). Since S k x R ~ is paralleliz- 
able for n > 1, this is equal to 7~ kof VpR ~ + k, the space of p-frames of R" + k. 
§9. SUBMERSIONS OF PUNCTURED PROJECTIVE SPACES 
Let P" -x  represent real projective n-space with a point removed. Since pn--x has 
p, -1 as deformation retract, the study of T(pn-x )  reduces to that of TP~IP "- i. 
LEMMA 9.1. I f  TP"IP "-1 has q linearly independent vectorfields, then all binomial 
coe f f i c ients (n+l )  k , n - q < k < n, must be even. 
Proof. This is proved by Hopf in [9], Satz V. 
LEMMA 9.2. P"--x does not have 2 s linearly independent vectorfields, where 2 ~ is the 
largest power of  2 dividiny n (n even) or n + 1 (n odd). 
Proof. This follows immediately from the preceding lemma and the identities 
2~+1 k =1,  ~ 2S+lk+l  -1  (mod2). 
LEMMA 9.3. l f  P "-1 has q linearly independent vectorfields, o do Pn- l -x  and P" -x .  
LEMMA 9.4. P"-  1 has p(n) - I linearly independent vectorfields, where ~'n = (2a + 1)2 b 
and b = c + 4d, O <- c < 3, then p(n) = 2 c + 8d. 
Proof. See [27] §9 and [9] §4. 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of the last three lemmas and 
Theorem B. 
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THEOREM 9.5. I f  n is even, then P"- X -x  and P" -x  submerge in R p~")- I but not in R q, 
where q = 2 ~ is the largest power of 2 dividing n. 
I f  n ~ 16k, this is the best possible answer, since then p(n) = 2 ~. In some other cases, 
the estimates may be improved by applying K-theory in the manner of Atiyah [2]. Defini- 
tions and notation from [2] will be used here with a minimum of explanation, especially 
since the treatment here is perfectly symmetric to that of [2]. 
Let T represent TP" I P" -  1. This is an n-dimensional bundle, so ~o = T - n ~ g0(P" -  x). 
I f  P " -x  submerges in R "-k, i.e. if T has a trivial summand of dimension n -k ,  then Xo 
has geometric dimension < k. This implies for the Grothendieck operators ~ that ~(To) = 0 
for i > k. 
Recall the structure of KO(P"-I). I f  l is the non-trivial line bundle over p , -1 ,  then 
go(p , -1 )  is cyclic of order 2 *~"- 1), with generator x = l - 1. Here ~b(m) counts the number  
of integers s with 0 < s < m and s -- 0, 1, 2 or 4 rood 8. The multiplicative structure is 
determined by x 2 = -2x ,  and the action of  the ~,~ by yt(x) = 1 + xt. 
Since T=(n+l ) l -  1, then Zo=(n+l )x .  Thus Y t (%)=(1  +xt )  "+1, and 
~/(~o) = (n + i 1 )x '=( -2 ) i - l (  n+ i 1) x" 
The condition ~(z0) = 0 is therefore equivalent o 
2 ' -1 (n  + 1) -=0 i  (mod 2'~"- 1)). 
Let o)(n) be the largest i such that 
is not a multiple of 2 e("-l). Then the following must hold. 
THEOREM 9.6. P"--x does not submerge in R ~-~°(')+1. 
An improvement over the results obtained with Stiefel-Whitney classes occurs when 
n=2 ~- I  or 2 ~, s__>4. In particular co(15)=4,  o ) (16)=5;  thus P15-x  and P16-x  
(which submerge in R a) do not submerge in R 12. Also o)(31)= 12, o)(32)= 12; thus 
P31-x  does not submerge in R 2°, nor p32-x  in R 21 (they both submerge in R9)] -. In 
general, if n = 2 ~ 1 - or 2 ~, s > 4, then o)(n) > 2 ~- 2. (Compare [2], Theorem 5.1, and the 
discussion on p. 131.) 
Application of Theorems 8.5 and 8.6 to P" -x  yields the following. 
THEOREM 9.7. There are exactly two regular homotopy classes of submersions of  P" -x  
in the real line. 
t Added in proof. Actually, pl  5--x does not submerge in R 1°, nor does pat--x in R 12. This follows 
from Theorem 6.2 of I. M. JAMES, on the immersion problem for real projective spaces, Bull. Am. Math. 
Soc. 69 (1963), 231-238. James' theorem implies that if j=  2"--1, Pl--xdoes not submerge in R 4 for 
q = 2n + 2 (r = 0, 1, 2 mod 4), q = 2n + 3 (n = 3 mod 4). The p~s entry in the table should be changed 
accordingly. 
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Proof. H~(P" -x ;  Z) = HI(P ~, x; Z) = HI(P~; Z) = Z 2. 
THEOREM 9.8. I f  n = 4k + 3, k > 1, there are exactly four regular homotopy classes of 
submersions of pn--x in R 2. 
More generally, interesting open manifolds may be constructed by deleting the canonic- 
ally embedded pk-  1 from PL Let P~ represent the manifold so obtained. Thus P~ = P" - x, 
and P~ is an n-disc. Note that P~ has P"-k as deformation retract, and can therefore be 
considered as an open neighborhood of W-k  in W. 
The question, whether P~ submerges in R p, reduces again via Theorem B to whether 
TP~ has ap-frame section. Since TP~ = TP ~ IP"- k, TP~ always has at least a k-frame section. 
For any manifold M, let o~M be the i th characteristic class of M in the sense of Steenrod 
[26], i.e. oiM = 0 if and only if TM, restricted to the/-skeleton of M, has an (n - i + l)- 
frame section. Recall [14] that wiM, the i th Stiefel-Whitney class, is the mod 2 reduction of 
o~M. This implies that w2qM = oaqM. Recall also [26] that o2q+lM = fi*ozqMfor 2 < 2q < 
dim M, where fi* is the Bockstein coboundary operator. Thus Wz~W = 0 (which is equivalent 
= 0 rood 2) implies o2qW = o24+ 1W = 0. It follows that TWI P2~ = TP~-2~ has to 2q 
an (n - 2q + 1)-frame section, and that TP"IP 2q+~ =TP~,_2q_ 1 has an (n - 2q)-frame 
section. On the other hand, wiP" ~ o ( (n  + 1) i = 1 mod 2) implies oiM 4= O. 
Other positive results follow from Lemma 9.4. I f  TW has a p-frame section, then so 
does TP~ ÷k = TP ~+k IW, for k > 0. The same will be true of the tangent bundle ofP~ +k, 
an open set of p~+k i f j  > k. Other negative results can be obtained from K-theory, just as 
was done for P~-  x = P~. 
These considerations yield the following results. 
THEOREM 9.9. For n < 24, P~ submerges in R p according to the table below. The 
numbers , t in the n ~h column and U h row mean, P~ submerges in R ~, not in R t. Row 0 gives 
the number of vectorfields of P". Italic numbers come from K-theory. Best possible results are 
shaded. 
§10. "WHITNEY DUALITY" FOR REGULAR MAPS 
"Whitney Duality" is the name used by Thom [29] to describe the symmetry between 
the singularities of the differentiable maps from R m to R m+k and those from R m to R m-k 
Regular maps show somewhat analogous behavior. Thus Corollary 8.3 (every open mani- 
fold submerges in R) is in this sense dual to the Whitney immersion theorem. The reader 
may also have been struck by the resemblance between Theorem 9.6 above and Theorem 5.1 
of [2]. Proposition 10.4 below gives a further illustration of this duality. 
Given a vector bundle E ~ B, l/e/? will represent the bundle of p-frames of E. This 
section will be concerned with counting homotopy classes of sections in such bundles. An 
important ool will be the following lemma, contained in Theorem 3.2 [10] of James and 
Thomas. The reader is referred to [10] for the proof. Recall that a map f :  X--. Yis said to 
be k-connected if it induces isomorphisms n~X ~ n~ Y for i < k and a surjection kX ~ ~k Y" 
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LEMMA 10.1. Let Pi : Et --* Bi be bundles, i = 1, 2, whose base B is a complex of dimension 
m, and let H : E1 ~ E2 be an (m + 1)-connected fibre preserving map. Then H induces a 
bijection between %Sect JEt and %Sect E2. 
Notation. I f  E and F are vector bundles over a base B, Maxo(E, F) will denote the 
subspace of Max(E, F) consisting of those maps which cover the identity map of B. The 
notation R~ will refer to the trivial n-plane bundle over B. 
LE~MA 10.2. Let E and F be vector bundles over a complex B, of dimensions k and p 
respectively, with k < p. I f  p > dim B + 2, then the natural inclusion • : Maxo(E, F) 
Maxo(E + L, F + L) induces a bijection %Maxo(E , F) ~ %Maxo(E + L, F + L) for any 
vector bundle L over B. 
Proof. An element of Maxo(E, F) (resp. Maxo(E + L, F + L)) is equivalent to a section 
in the bundle A (resp. A') over B whose fibre over x ~ B is Max(Ex, Fx) "" VkR p (resp. 
Max(Ex + L~, Fx + L~) ~- Vk ÷lR p ÷i), where l is the dimension of L. The inclusion corresponds 
to ~ : A ~ A' which gives on each fibre the natural map VkR p ~ Vk+zR p+z. This last map 
is well known to be (p - 1)-connected. It follows easily that ~ is (p - 1)-connected (compare 
Appendix I, Lemma 1). The lemma now follows from Lemma 10.I. 
COROLLARY 10.3. I f  E is an n-dimensional vector bundle over a complex B, and n ~ dim 
B + 2, then the inclusion E~E+ R~ induces a bijection %SectV._kE-~%SectV._k+t 
(E + R~). 
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 10.2, since there is a natural isomorpfiism 
between SectV,_kE and Maxo(R~ -k, E). 
This corollary justifies the following definition. 
Definition. Given a stable equivalence class ~ of bundles over a complex B, define 
7toSectV_k~ to be %SectV,_kE for some n-dimensional representative E of ~, where 
n > dim B + 2. (This is cross (k, 4) in the notation of [11].) 
Definition. An n-manifold is j-co-connected if it has a complex of dimension < n - j  
as deformation retract. 
Remark. Every open manifold is 1-co-connected (see [8], Theorem 3.7, compare 
Lemma 1.1 above); conversely, a 1-co-connected manifold clearly can have no compact 
components. Examples of 2-co-connected manifolds are given by punctured complex 
projective spaces. The manifold P~ of §9 is k-co-connected. 
Part (b) of the following proposition is a slight modification of Theorem 1.2 [I0] of 
James and Thomas. 
PROPosrrION 10.4. Given a 2-co-connected manifold M of dimension , then 
(a) %Sub(M, R "-k) = %SectV_k~ 
(b) %Imm(M, R "+~) ='noSeetV_kv 
where • and v are the stable tangent and normal bundles of M. 
Proof. (a) By Theorem B, noSub(M, R "-k) = %Sect T._kM. I f  M is 2-co-connected, 
TM is equivalent to a bundle over a complex of dimension < n - 2, so xoSectT._~M =
~oScct V_ ,. 
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(b) First note that 7roImm(M, R n+~) = 7roMax(TM, TRy+k). This follows from 
Theorem 8.4 i fk  ~ I, and from Theorem A i fk  = 0. On the other hand, Max(TM, TR ~+~) 
can be identified with Maxo(TM, R~+~). By Lemma 10.2 7roMaxo(Tg, R~ +k) = 7roMax o 
(TM + L, R~ +k + L) for any vector bundle L, as long as n + k ~ dim M + 2. Since M is 
2-co-connected this inequality is satisfied. The proof of (b) follows from taking L to be a 
representative of the normal bundle of M. In that case TM + L = R~ +~ (l the dimension of 
L) and 7roMaxo(TM + L, R~t +k + L) = 7roMaxo(R~ +~, R~ +k + L) = 7r o Sect v :an+k "~+l~"~ +L)  
= ~o Sect V_~v. 
COROLLARY 10.5. I f  M* is 2-co-connected and parallelizable, noSub(M, R n-k) -~ 
noimm(M, R ~ + k). 
Proof. If ~ is trivial, so is v. 
APPENDIX L WEAK HOMOTOPY EQUIVALENCES OF FIBRE SPACES 
LEMMA I. Let p : E--, B and p' : E' --* B' be fibre spaces (i.e. p and p' have the covering 
homotopy property for polyhedra) with arc-connected base spaces B, B'. Consider a fibre 
space map 
d 
E -----.-.--~E" 
B ~ B' 
such that ~ : B --, B' is a weak homotopy equivalence (w.h.e.). Pick a basepoint bo ~ B and 
let F= p-lbo, F' = p,-Z dbo; thus d(F) ~ F'. Then 
(a) / fd :  E ~ E' is a w.h.e., it induces a w.h.e, between F and F', and 
(b) conversely. 
Proof. This "standard fact" can be proved in a straightforward manner. 
Definition (see [3], p. 53). Given a sequence {Aj}j~ o of topological spaces, together 
with continuous maps Pkj : At --, Aj whenever k >j ,  such that, for every k ~ j  ~ i, Pki = 
Pk~ ° Pj~, the inverse limit (or, "projective limit") A of the system (Ay, Pkj), written 
A = tim (Ay, Pkj) is the subset of the Cartesian product ]=[ A jconsisting of those points (a o,ax, 
4- j=o 
a2, ...) such that aj = Pkj(ak) for every k ~ j, topologized as a subset of the product space. This 
is also the union of the topologies pulled back by the canonical maps p~ : A --, A t. Suppose 
also B = lim(Bj, qty). I f  for every j there is a continuous map dj : Aj --, By such that 
4--- 
dj o Ptj = qkj o dk, the dj form a projective system of maps. The inverse limit of this system is 
the continuous map d : A --, B defined by qj o d = d s o pj. 
LL~tMA 2. Let A and B as above be inverse limits of fibre spaces, i.e. each Pkj and qky has 
the covering homotopy property for polyhedra. Suppose (dj : Aj  --* By) is a projective system 
of maps, with inverse limit d. I f  each dj is a weak homotopy equivalence, then so is d. 
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Proof. Taking loop spaces of  everything gives a new projective system of  w.h.e.'s 
between inverse limits of  fibre spaces; so it is sufficient o show that under the hypotheses 
the induced map n0A ---) no B is a bijection. Only injectivity will be proved here; the other 
half  of  the proof  can be carried out in a similar manner. 
Suppose given x, y ~ A and an arc c joining d(x) to d(y) in B. Since do : Ao ---) Bo is a 
w.h.e., there is an arc ?o : [0, 1] --) Ao joining Xo to Yo (generally xj = pj(x), yj  = qj(y), etc.), 
and such that do o Yo "~ Co keeping endpoints fixed. 
Assume now that fo r j  = 0 . . . .  , J an arc 7i : [0, 2 - (½)J] --,A j, w i thendpointsx j  and Yi, 
has been constructed satisfying 
(a) p~j o ?j(t) = ~k(t) fo r j  > k and t ~ 2 - (½)k 
(b) d~ o ?j -,, cj keeping endpoints fixed. 
The induction step, proved below, will show that this implies the statement fo r j  = J + 1, 
and therefore for all j. Injectivity follows, for then by condition (a) the yj fit together to 
define an arc V joining x to y in A. ( I f  t > 2 -- (½)J, take ?j(t) = Yl)' 
Proof  o f  induction step: Covering ?~ starting at x.~+l gives a map ?J+l : [0, 2 - (½)  J] 
A j+l.  The loop formed by c~ and d~ o Yl may (by condition (b)) be contracted to the point 
dj(y~). Covering this contraction deforms the arc formed by cj+l and dj+~ o ?~+~ to an arc 
c' between dj+l(?j÷~(2 - ½~)) and d~÷~(yj÷~) in the fibre qS+l~,j(d.r(y.~)). Lemma 1 implies 
that dj÷x induces a w,h.e, between fibres, so y j÷1(2 -  (½)I) and YI+1 may be joined by an 
arc in -1 p j+x,~(yj) whose image is homotopie to c' keeping endpoints fixed. Parametrize this 
arc by [2 - (½)J, 2 - (½)/+1] and use it to define ?~÷1 : [0, 2 -- (½)J+l] ._) Aj+~. It  is easy to 
check that ?~÷1 thus defined satisfies conditions (a) and (b). 
APPENDIX II. PARTITIONS OF A CUBE 
This appendix contains a lemma of  a combinatorial  nature necessary for the proof  of  
Lemma 4.1. 
LEMMA 1. Consider the complex of  faces o f  the n-cube. Suppose K and L are subcomplexes 
thereof, each homeomorphic to 1 ~-1, and that K n L is homeomorphic to 1 "-2. Then K u L 
is homeomorphic to 1 ~- 1. 
Proof. It is easy to see that under these conditions K c~ L ~ aK c~ OL. The lemma then 
follows from [31], Corol lary to Theorem 2, or [1], Corol lary 14 : 3a. 
LEMMA 2. Let  I" = I × ... x I be partitioned by dividing each copy o f  I into N equal 
parts, and taking the cubes (al . . . .  , a,) = [al/N, (ax + 1)/N] × -.. x [a,/N, (an + 1)/N], 
where as, . . . ,  cq run f rom 0 to N-  1. Order these cubes lexicographically. Thus i f  A = 
(as, . . . ,  an) and B = (bx, . . . ,  b,) then A < B i f  a 1 < bl, or If ax = bl and a2 < b2, or i f . . . ,  or 
i f  al ---- bl, . . . ,  an-1 -- b,-a and a n < b n. For any cube B in the partition, If X = U A c~ B, 
A<B 
Le. I f  X is the union o f  the faces that B has in common with lower-ordered cubes; ,then X is a 
subset o f  dB homeomorphic to t n- a 
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Proof. The subcubes A = (a 1 . . . . .  a,) contiguous to B = (bl, . . . ,  bn) are characterized 
by the condition that ak = bk -- 1, bk or bk + 1. In fact, if ak < bk -- 1 (resp. > bk + 1) the 
hyperplane Xk = bdN-½N (resp. bk/N+½N) separates A and B. Note that if B is on the 
border of  I", i.e. if one or more of  the b k is 0 or N - 1, then B will lack contiguous ubcubes 
on one or more sides. 
The subcubes ordered lower than B and contiguous to B are thus of  the form 
(b t -1 ,  b2-I- i  2 . . . . .  bn+ i,) i k = -1 ,  O, 1 
(bt, b2-1,  b3 + i3 . . . .  , b, + in) i k = - 1, 0, 1 
( , )  . . . .  
(bi, b2, -.. , b~-t, b~-  1). 
Note that for each b k ~ 0 the (n - 1)-face 
Xk = (bl . . . . .  bk-x, bk--1, bk+ l . . . . .  b~) c~ (bt . . . . .  b,) 
= [bt /N , (b l+ l ) /N]  x ... x {bk/N} x ... x [bn /N, (bn+l ) /N  ] 
appears in X. In fact, the union of  the X k is all of  X, for suppose x = A c~ B ~ X. I f  a k is 
the first entry in A different from the corresponding bk, then (*) shows that ak = bk -- 1. 
Thus x is a face of  X k. 
The lemma may now be stated in the form 
(Po) UXk is homeomorphic  to an (n - 1)-cube. 
bkg:0 
(Hereafter, "homeomorphic  to"  will be omitted.) 
The intersection of  Xj and Xk is Xjk = [bl/N, (bt + 1)/N] x ... x {b j /N} x ... x {bdN} 
x ... x [bn/N, (b, + I)/N], and the intersection Xk,...km = Xk, n ... C~ Xk,, can be similarly 
described. The lemma will be proved by first reducing Po to the following statement. 
(P1) Yk = UXjk  is an (n -- 2)-cube, for each k with b e # 0. 
j<k,bj~O 
To simplify notation in the proof  that Po follows from P1, suppose that bl, b2 and b a 
are all non-zero. Then Xx and X 2 are (n - 1)-cubes; by P1, }'2 = Xx c~ X 2 is an (n - 2)- 
cube; Lemma 1 implies X1 u X 2 is an (n - 1)-cube. Now X 3 is again an (n - 1)-cube and, 
by Pi, Ya = (X1 n X3) u (X2 n X3) = (X1 u ;(2) c~ X 3 is an (n - 2)-cube; Lemma 1 
implies X t w ](2 w X a is an (n - 1)-cube. Finally, X is an (n - 1)-cube. The statement P1 
will in turn be reduced to the following. 
(P2) YkJ = ~Xm is an (n - 3)-cube, for each k < I with bk # O, bl # O. 
j<k,bjq:O 
In fact, each Xjk in Yk is an (n -- 2)-cube, so P2 and Lemma 1 (applied to the (n - 1)- 
cube Xk) imply P1 in precisely the same way that P1 and Lemma 1 implied Po. 
In turn P2 can be reduced to P3, and so forth. Suppose there are m different (n - 1)- 
faces ,V k . . . . .  , ,Yk~ in X. Then there is only one possible Yk~...k, = "V~v..k,~, an (n -- m)-cube, 
and the argument erminates after m steps. I f  X contained all possible (n - 1)-faces, the 
problem finally reduces to the observation that Y2a...n = ,V12...n is a 0-cube. 
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